
 

 

 

 

 

 

ITEM: RECOMMENDATION: APPROVAL
REF NO: 3PL/2019/0596/F CASE OFFICER Mark Simmonds

LOCATION: CARBROOKE APPNTYPE: Full
Land to the rear of The Crown House
Meadow Lane

POLICY: Out Settlemnt Bndry

Carbrooke ALLOCATION: N
CONS AREA: N

APPLICANT: Mrs  Woolley
Felgarth Church Street

LB GRADE: N

AGENT: David A Cutting Building Survey
Breckland Business Centre St Withburga
Lane

TPO: N

PROPOSAL: Proposed construction of two new bungalows

REASON FOR COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION

This application is referred to Committee as the development proposal is outside of the settlement boundary
and contrary to the Local Plan.

KEY ISSUES

- Principle of Development
- Design and Impact on the Character and Appearance of the Area
- Impact upon Highway Safety
- Amenity Impact
- Ecological Impact
- Flood and Drainage Issues
- Impact upon Trees
- Other matters

DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

The application seeks permission for the erection of two bungalows with integral garages on land to the
rear/north of Crown House, Meadow Lane.  The bungalows are designed to accommodate 3 beds and
materials are shown as red brick and flint with slate grey concrete pantiles.

SITE AND LOCATION

Meadow Lane is a road leading off Shipdham Road/Church Street and ceases at Crown House.  The land is
currently used as garden land. There is an existing access point from Meadow Lane. Other residential uses
exist to the east and south and permission has been granted for two dwellings on paddock land to the west
and more recently two bungalows directly adjacent to this application site to the south. The site is outside of
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the settlement boundary.

EIA REQUIRED

No

RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

None

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

The following policies of the adopted Breckland Core Strategy and Development Control Policies and the
adopted Site Specific Policies and Proposals Document, including the Proposals Maps, have been taken into
consideration in the determination of this application.  The provisions of the National Planning Policy
Framework and National Planning Policy Guidance  have also been taken into account, where appropriate

CP.01 Housing
CP.09 Pollution and Waste
CP.10 Natural Environment
CP.11 Protection and Enhancement of the Landscape
CP.13 Accessibility
DC.01 Protection of Amenity
DC.02 Principles of New Housing
DC.12 Trees and Landscape
DC.13 Flood Risk
DC.16 Design
DC.19 Parking Provision
NPPF National Planning Policy Framework
NPPG National Planning Practice Guidance

OBLIGATIONS/CIL

N/A

CONSULTATIONS

CONTAMINATED LAND OFFICER
I have looked at the application submitted and, based on the information provided to me at this time; there
are no objections or comments on the grounds of Environmental Protection, providing the development
proceeds in line with the application details.
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REPRESENTATIONS

The site notice was displayed from 24-06-2019 to 15-07-2019.

10 neighbours have been directly notified.
7 objections have been received, 1 with concerns and 3 supporters. Their comments have been summarised
below.

- Increased traffic on a very bad junction.
- No footpath to left of junction.
- The bottom of Meadow Lane is prone to flooding in heavy rain.
- Over-development of a small village which has no facilities.
- Impact on village life.
- Meadow Lane is a single track lane not designed for vehicles.
- The garage mentioned is derelict and the nearest doctors surgery is not 2.5 miles away as they have not
taken patients from the village for approximately five years.
- The site is not immediately adjacent to the settlement boundary.
- Some of the facilities mentioned are on the Watton to Norwich main road and are accessible via a very
narrow lane (Summer Lane) which has no footpath and is very dangerous particularly with the size of tractors
and lorries which use it these days.
-  The Doctors are not taking patients from Carbrooke and the Dental Practice is no longer taking NHS
patients.
-  Meadow Lane is a private  un-adopted, un-maintained lane, which poses the question, who will maintain it?
-  There is an 8 inch water main running across the field.
- There is insufficient parking for the teachers and other staff so they are forced to park on the road and
sometimes on the pavement.
- The village has very few footpaths, no lighting of any sort and lots of narrow roads, that carry way more
traffic than they were ever intended to. Not just private vehicles but many large farm vehicles and large
lorries.
- As there is another couple of bungalows already passed we have no objection to this application, especially
as they will not be seen from the road and that drainage and driveway will be the same as the other two
bungalows passed at Crown House.
- The bungalows do seem very large and much larger than any other dwellings in the area.

Supporters comments:
- The buildings are to the rear of plot so can not be seen from buildings around the site or from the road and
as for the picture of the cars on church street it is only at start of school and end of school which if they use
the village hall car park correctly and small school car park it would not be hard to use the road.
- Small building plots of 1-4 houses are better than larger estates forced on to villages in this area.
- As there is another couple of bungalows already passed we have no objection to this application, especially
as they will not be seen from the road and that drainage and driveway will be the same as the other two
bungalows passed at Crown House.
- Having lived in the village for over 14 years and seen various new properties built including, as we
understand 2 other bungalows sited close to where these 2 are proposed we see no reason why this
application should not be approved.
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ASSESSMENT NOTES

1.0 Principle of Development

1.1 This application seeks full permission for the erection of two dwellings. The site is located outside of the
Settlement Boundary as designated by the adopted Core Strategy and Development Control Policies
Development Plan Document (2009). For this reason the proposal conflicts in principle with Policies DC02
and CP14 of the Core Strategy and Development Control Policies Development Plan Document which seeks
to focus new housing within defined Settlement Boundaries.

1.2 However, paragraph 11 of the NPPF (2019) states that where an authority does not have an up-to-date
Development Plan or five year housing land supply, the relevant local policies for the supply of housing, as
referred to above, should not be considered up-to-date and that housing applications should be considered in
the context of the presumption in favour of sustainable development.

1.3 The Statement of Five Year Housing Land Supply as at 31st March 2018 was confirmed at the Planning
Committee on the 30th July 2018. The five year supply is not being currently met, although the council will
prioritise work on establishing a five year housing land supply target. The emerging new local plan is
currently at examination and when adopted, new policies and allocations will be able to be included within
the five year housing land supply, which will ensure the Council is able to meet this. In these cases the NPPF
makes provision, in principle, for Local Planning Authorities to positively consider sites that are not within
defined Settlement Boundaries. This must be balanced against other policy requirements and aims including
securing sustainable development, protecting the countryside, and good design.

1.4 The NPPF constitutes guidance for local planning authorities and decision-takers and is a material
consideration in the determination of planning applications to achieve sustainable development. The
Government outlines three dimensions to sustainable development: economic, social and environmental
(paragraph 8). These dimensions give rise to the need for the planning system to perform a number of roles:
and economic, social and environmental.

1.5 Paragraph 9 states that these roles should not be undertaken in isolation, because they are mutually
dependent and that the planning system should play an active role in guiding development to sustainable
solutions. A balanced assessment against these roles is, therefore, required.

1.6 In terms of the economic criteria, the proposal would provide two additional dwellings and would,
therefore, make a positive, albeit small contribution to the housing supply and longer-term economic benefits
through the additional household spend within the wider area that would be generated by the provision of two
dwellings.

1.7 In terms of the social role, the site lies outside but is closely related to the Carbrooke Settlement
Boundary. There is a good range of local facilities and amenities in Carbrooke. Watton, a Market Town, is
also nearby (approximately 2.5 miles to the south-west) and cycling this distance would be possible. Overall,
there are some services in the village and connection to public transport linking the site to Watton and
Norwich (bus stop at Broadmoor Road, approximately 0.2 mile to the south-east of the application site) but it
is likely that to undertake day to day activities and meet day to day needs, such as shopping and
employment, the occupants of the new dwelling would rely on the private car for some trips. However, there
would be the option to use other modes such as walking, cycling or public transport. The site is as accessible
to services as other dwellings in the settlement boundary. In the context of the district as a whole the site is in
a relatively sustainable location. The scheme would not be isolated, and as such the site's location does not
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count against it.

1.8 In light of the above, the proposal is considered to meet the economic and social aims of sustainable
development.

2.0  Impact on the character and appearance of the area

2.1  The environmental role of sustainable development seeks to in part, contribute to protecting and
enhancing the natural, built and historic environment. Consideration of a development's impact on the
character and appearance of the area within which it is situated is, therefore, integral to the environmental
dimension of sustainable design, as is its design.

2.2  Policy DC16 requires all new development to achieve the highest standard of design. As part of this, all
design proposals must preserve or enhance the existing character of an area. Consideration will also be
given to the density of buildings in a particular area and the landscape/townscape effect of any increased
density.

2.3  Whilst the proposed development would be outside the defined settlement limit, the proposed
development would adjoin the built up area of the village. The application site sits behind the linear
development fronting Church Street and would be adjacent to new development to the south with adjoins
existing residential development. The Council's Landscape Character Assessment indicates that the site falls
within the B5 River Wissey Tributary Farmland character area.  Development considerations here include:
conserving existing small scale rural road pattern; ensuring that new development reflects the use of local
materials, preserving the identities of settlements, monitoring the boundary treatments, discouraging
materials or species which could have a suburbanising influence of the landscape; ensuring that important
views to landmark features are conserved and seeking to enhance settlement edges and integration within
the landscape setting.  The proposal would consolidate the existing pattern of development.  Whilst this will
result in some loss of character given the existing garden use, the harm would be limited given the following
factors:

-  generous proportions of the site will maintain a spacious character;
- the proposal will not appear isolated given the close proximity and relationship to existing residential
development;
-  the proposal would not cause material harm to the character and appearance of the area given its location,
away from main streetscene views and the modest scale of development;
- the proposal will create some biodiversity enhancements.

2.4  It is considered that the erection of two dwellings on the site would not result in a form of development
out of keeping with the existing character or pattern of development and is therefore considered to accord
with Policies CP11, DC1, DC16 and Paragraph 127 of the NPPF (2019).

3.0 Highway Safety

3.1 Policy CP4 seeks development that is not detrimental to highway safety, as does the NPPF (2019).
Policy DC19 sets out the car parking requirements.

3.2 The Highway Authority have been consulted and advised that the site lies in a village with limited
amenities and facilities required on a daily basis and it is therefore considered that residents would have a
high reliance on the use of the private car to access these. Meadow Lane is private and, in the main, single
track although it allows a two-way flow of
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traffic immediately adjacent to its junction with the County highway and is also hard surfaced at this point. A
footway exists to the western side of Church Lane which provides a continuous pedestrian route to the
school and village hall.
The submitted details include a size 3 turning area which would accommodate the turning movements of
most visiting vehicles and these would consequently be unlikely to reverse down the lane.

3.3 Therefore, subject to conditions the proposal is considered acceptable with regards to highway safety.

4.0 Amenity Impact

4.1 Policy DC1 sets out that for all new development, consideration will need to be given to the impact upon
amenity. Development will not be permitted where there are unacceptable effects on the amenities of the
area or the residential amenity of neighbouring occupants, or future occupants of the development site.

4.2 The application seeks permission for two, single storey dwellings with integral garages. The submitted
plan demonstrates sufficient separation distances and generous private amenity space. Window placements
have been considered and show that there will be no loss of privacy for future residents. The scale and
orientation will ensure that the impact on the level of amenity currently enjoyed by nearby properties will not
be significantly affected, particularly in terms of loss of light, overshadowing, over dominance and increased
noise and disturbance.

4.3 In light of the above, the proposal is considered acceptable in terms of amenity and complies with Policy
DC1.

5.0 Ecology

5.1 Policy CP10 seeks the enhancement of biodiversity and geodiversity in the district.  Proposals need to
ensure that the ecological network and protected species are not harmed or detrimentally impacted and
mitigation measures are put in place where appropriate.

5.2 A Preliminary Ecological Appraisal has been submitted (Gray Ecology: May 2019)

5.2 The Natural Environment Team have been consulted but have not yet submitted their response, therefore
this will be presented in a supplementary report for the Planning Committee meeting.

5.3 The proposal therefore has the ability to comply with Policy CP10 of the Core Strategy, subject to
conditions.

6.0 Flood and Drainage Issues

6.1 Policy DC13 relates to flood risk and paragraph 163 of the NPPF (2019) stipulates that when determining
planning applications, local planning authorities should ensure flood risk is not increased elsewhere and
development should only be allowed in areas at risk of flooding where, in the light of this assessment (and
the sequential and exception tests, as appropriate) it can be demonstrated that:

a) within the site, the most vulnerable development is located in areas of lowest flood risk, unless there are
overriding reasons to prefer a different location;

b) the development is appropriately flood resistant and resilient;
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c) it incorporates sustainable drainage systems, unless there is clear evidence that this would be
inappropriate;

d) any residual risk can be safely managed; and

e) safe access an escape routes are included where appropriate, as part of an agreed emergency plan.

6.1 The application site is within Flood Zone 1 and so the risk of flooding is low. The site is also a very low
risk area for surface water flooding according to the Environment Agency maps. The proposal is therefore
considered to accord with Policy DC13 and paragraph 163 of the NPPF (2019).

7.0 Other Matters

The Contaminated Land Officer has considered the proposal and has advised that, based on the information
provided at this time, there are no objections or comments on the grounds of Environmental Protection,
providing the development proceeds in line with the application details. The proposal, therefore, accords with
Policy CP9.

8.0 Planning Balance and Conclusion

8.1 In terms of the overall planning balance of the scheme, whilst the proposed development would be
located outside of a Settlement Boundary, as the Council does not currently have a five year housing land
supply the Framework establishes that the relevant policies for the supply of housing should not be
considered to be up to date and permission should be granted unless any adverse impacts would
significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the Framework taken as a
whole. The proposed development is not considered to be isolated due to the existing surrounding residential
development and therefore, it is not considered that there would be any harm to the character and setting of
the area.

8.2 In light of the above, it is not considered there are any adverse impacts which would outweigh the
benefits of the development of two dwellings in this instance and the application is recommended for
approval, subject to conditions.

RECOMMENDATION

That Planning Permission be granted subject to conditions.

CONDITIONS

1 Full Permission Time Limit (2 years)
The development must be begun not later than the expiration of TWO YEARS beginning
with the date of this permission.
Reason for condition:-
As required by section 91 of the Town & Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) and to
ensure the deliverability of the scheme to contribute to the five year housing land supply.

3 In accordance with submitted plans NEW 2017
The development must be carried out in strict accordance with the application form, and
approved documents and drawings as set out in the table at the end of this notice.
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Reason for condition:-
To ensure the satisfactory development of the site.

4 Traffic routing
Prior to the first occupation of the development hereby permitted the proposed access,
parking and communal turning area shall be laid out, demarcated, levelled, surfaced and
drained in accordance with the approved plan and retained thereafter available for that
specific use.
Reason for condition:-
In the interests of maintaining highway efficiency and safety.  This needs to be a pre-
commencement condition as it deals with safeguards associated with the construction period
of the development.

5 External materials and samples to be approved
Prior to the commencement of any works above slab level details and samples of all external
materials to be used shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority, and this condition shall apply notwithstanding any indication as to these matters
which have been given in the current application.  Only such agreed materials shall be used
in connection with this approval.
Reason for condition:-
To ensure the satisfactory appearance of the development, in accordance with Policy DC 1
and DC 16 of the Adopted Core Strategy and Development Control Policies Development
Plan Document 2009.
This condition will require to be discharged

6 Landscaping - details and implementation
Prior to first occupation of the development hereby permitted a scheme of landscaping which
shall take account of any existing trees or hedges on the site, shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved scheme shall be carried
out during the planting season November/March immediately following the commencement
of the development, or within such longer period as may be agreed in writing with the Local
Planning Authority. The details shall take account of the Council's leaflet "Tree pack"
(Landscaping advice for applicants).  Any trees or plants which within a period of 5 (five)
years from the completion of the landscaping scheme die, are removed or become seriously
damaged or diseased shall be replaced during the next planting season with others of the
same size and species unless the Local Planning Authority gives written consent to any
variation.
Reason for condition:-
To ensure the satisfactory appearance of the development, in accordance with Policy DC 12
of the Adopted Core Strategy and Development Control Policies Development Plan
Document 2009.
This condition will require to be discharged

7 Precise details of surface water disposal
Prior to the commencement of any works above slab level precise details of the means of
surface water disposal shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. Only such agreed system or works shall be used in connection with this approval.
Reason for condition:-
The details are required to minimise the possibilities of flooding from the outset of the
development.
This condition is imposed in accordance with Policies DC 1 and DC 13 of the Adopted Core
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Strategy and Development Control Policies Development Plan Document 2009
This condition will require to be discharged

8 Precise details of foul water disposal
Prior to the commencement of any works above slab level precise details of the means of
foul water disposal shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. Only such agreed system or works shall be used in connection with this approval.
Reason for condition:-
The details are required to minimise the possibilities of flooding from the outset of the
development.
This condition is imposed in accordance with Policies DC 1 and DC 13 of the Adopted Core
Strategy and Development Control Policies Development Plan Document 2009
This condition will require to be discharged
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